DIGITAL
FORENSICS

What is Digital Forensics?
Digital Forensics is the practice of preserving, collecting,
analyzing, and presenting evidence located on computers
and other digital devices. This field is also often referred
to as Computer Forensics and is distinctly different from
other technical specialties, which focus on the creation
or management of digital data.
The difference is due to the specialized nature of Digital
Forensics, which is most often utilized for investigative
or legal purposes. Every case in Digital Forensics is unique
based on the investigative goals and the circumstances
of the case.

What to know about Digital
Forensics!
Popular depictions on fictional crime dramas simplify
digital forensics cases as just requiring the press of a
single button of an automated tool and then the
“smoking gun” instantly pops up on the screen. This
popular portrayal of digital forensics is far from the
truth. Digital Forensics requires an in-depth knowledge
of filesystems, storage devices, operating systems,
networks, databases, programs, the internet, and legal
procedures; in order to be able to successfully understand
all the pieces of evidence that form the complete picture
of the case.

Benefits
Corporations
The information collected from a
digital forensics investigation is
unbiased allowing you to base your
decisions on a more solid framework
than statements collected from
employees and other third parties.
Examples of corporate forensic
investigations can include
investigations into sexual
harassment, departing employees,
theft and fraud, workplace threats
and employee allegations.

Law Firms
Every Attorney knows that in
litigation identifying and locating
critical evidence and testimony can
make the difference between
winning and losing a case. Digital
information has become a key factor
that cannot be neglected.

Available Services:
•

Evidence collection

•

Forensic investigation

•

Network Forensic Inspection

•

Mobile Phone Forensics

•

Incident Response
Investigations

•

Expert Witness Services

Why Cyber Centaurs?

We can assist with:

Digital Forensics requires the use of rigorously tested and
forensically sound methods to ensure any evidence holds
up in the court of law. From the initial acquisition of
electronically stored information to the final conclusions
in an expert witness report, all the evidence must be
handled in admissible and defensible way.



Accounting abuse



Arson Investigation



Corporate Espionage



Counterintelligence



Data breaches



Discrimination Claims

This is exactly what you will receive when you retain Cyber
Centaurs. Our team of experienced and certified digital
forensic experts adheres to these standards and ensure
that any investigations are of the highest quality.



Embezzlement



Intellectual property theft



Health Insurance Billing
Fraud



Non-compete violations



Non-disclosure agreement



Public corruption



Vehicular Injuries and
Fatalities

 Secure and Confidential



Workers Compensation
claims

 Fast Response Time



Expert Witness Services

 Maintain Most Sought After Certifications



Internal Investigations



Malware Analysis

What you can expect from us?

 Industry Leading Software and Techniques
 Acknowledged in the Legal Community
 Conducting Forensic Investigations Since 2009.

